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With a recording rate of up to 480 

images per second (NTSC), exceptional 

CIF, 2-CIF and 4-CIF adjustable image 

quality, immense storage capacity,

server-to-server connectivity, and up 

to 16 audio channels - you now have at 

your fingertips the most powerful DVR 

in its class available today. Why look 

anywhere else?

System 9770™ is a feature-rich, full 

cross-point, high-density video matrix 

switch that allows users to view and 

control up to 2,048 cameras and 512

monitors all from a single node - in 

a footprint smaller than ever before 

possible. Reduced space requirements,

advances in component access, heat 

control, and diagnostics make System 

9770 the obvious large-switch choice. 

Still Looking for the Perfect DVR?
Your Search is Over.

Powerful, High–Density Matrix

DX8000

System 9770



With the ability to provide 100-percent 

protection from the punishment of 

vehicle exhaust, salt, water and other 

airborne particulates, Pressurized 

Spectra III is the industry’s pressurized 

dome of choice. The system’s 316L 

Stainless Steel construction ensures

a high resistance to corrosion within 

most any application. And thanks to its 

exclusive V-Band seal, this is an easy-

to-install system as well. And of course, 

all the leading features found in Spectra 

III and Spectra III SE, are available in 

this pressurized version.

The new CCC2400 series compact 

cameras from Pelco offer a clear 

sharp picture - and they won’t break 

your budget! Their compact size makes

them ideal for the small DF5 and DF8 

domes and EH100, EH2508, and EH3508 

enclosures. All you need to complete the 

package is a power supply, mount, and 

a lens. The 2400s are the ideal answer 

for value driven applications.
The Pressure is On!

Easy on the Eyes and Budget

Pressurized Spectra III

CCC2400



Pelco is proud to introduce a perfect 

camera for capturing exceptional 

video images - day and night. With a 

removable IR cut filter, the new CC3770H 

is a high-resolution digital day/night 

camera that switches automatically 

from Color Mode to Black & White 

Mode, depending upon available light.  

For a versatile, effective camera within 

virtually any kind of lighting situation, 

this is the camera of choice.

The Pelco 5100 Series cameras use an 

entirely new multi-sample approach to 

image processing called SIMD. The SIMD 

processor analyzes an exposure pixel-

by-pixel - essentially operating as more 

than 388,000 individual cameras. The 

result is an amazingly natural looking 

image, with exceptional wide dynamic 

range and extremely accurate color - all 

from a camera that can be fine-tuned to 

meet virtually any application.

Day/Night Camera

Exceptional Wide
Dynamic Range Cameras



The NVR300 is a centralized network-

recording device for multiple MPEG 2 

and 4 video streams and audio. Network 

down? Data stream interruption is 

no problem. Patented Automatic Data 

Replacement (ADR) synchronizes the 

interrupted data stream from NET350 

encoder local storage to the NVR300 

as soon as the connection is restored. 

With internal RAID storage of 1500 GB 

(externally expandable), full-duplex 

operation recording, and full-featured 

search capabilities, the NVR300 is a 

powerful and versatile network-based 

storage solution.

Network Video Recorder

Pelco’s value priced NET300 is designed 

to seamlessly integrate with existing 

analog products to transmit video over 

your network. With powerful MPEG-4 

dual stream encoding, the NET300T 

encoder along with the NET300R 

decoder enables you to view images 

and control Pelco cameras wherever 

you have access to the network.

Economical Network Integration



The NET350 brings you all the features 

found in the NET300 plus Compact 

Flash Local Card Storage and audio. 

Interruptions in the video stream are 

recorded in local temporary buffer 

storage via compact flash. The video 

stream continues once the disruption 

is resolved. NET350’s Fault Tolerance 

ability is the ideal solution for mission-

critical applications where video cannot 

be lost.

Coax, CAT5 or BOTH! - the choice is 

yours with VMX300. VMX300 enables 

you to manage analog based video 

security systems as well as integrate 

newly emerging IP based video into a 

single, seamless system with a powerful, 

user-friendly interface. View analog and 

digital video on the same screen. Control 

domes and PTZs. Route video to multiple 

monitors. Review video from DVRs and 

NVRs. VMX300 maximizes your existing 

analog investment while capturing new 

opportunities with IP based video.

Expanded Network Integration

Total Video Integration

VMX300

Net350



The DX7100 Series is a versatile, PC-

based Digital Video Recorder offering 

high quality, 8- or 16-channel options. 

The system’s flexible recording schedule 

and great picture quality make these 

units an excellent choice for many 

demanding DVR applications. With 

up to four built-in hard drives, an 

included hardware watchdog system, 

and the stability of the Windows 

2000® operating system, the DX7100 

offers increased performance and an 

assured long life of reliable, continuous 

operation.

DX7100 PC–Based DVR

DX7100

The DX9100 is a 16-channel DVR with 

internal storage up to 1.5TB, recording 

speeds up to 30 images per second per 

camera in CIF mode or 15 images per 

second per camera in 2CIF mode, and 

easily integrates with Pelco’s matrix 

switchers and VMX300 Series products. 

The DX9100’s mix and match capabilities 

make it the obvious choice for building 

a completely unified system.

Although similar to the DX9100,

the DX9200 has been specifically 

designed to provide more flexibility and 

modularity, allowing your system to grow 

as needed. The recorder is offered with 8 

to 48 looping video inputs with external 

RAID storage pre-configured from 

720GB to 14TB. The recorder offers 

redundancy with hot-swappable power 

supplies and redundant operating system 

drives configured in a RAID 1 array.

DX9100, DX9200

 Ideal Small to Medium Enterprise 
Class DVR Solutions
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